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In the summer two years ago, Sophia lost everything and was in despair.
Fortunately, for the following two summers, she had Michael with her.

At that moment, she felt that she was the happiest person in the world.

In fact, Michael was a romantic man as he would utilize his resources and give
her surprises from time to time, which made her feel happy that she had such a
husband. However, he felt that it would be somewhat pretentious to create
surprises deliberately, just like the flower petals now as it was just his
improvisation.

After receiving the flower bouquets from Natasha, he had wanted to pass them to
the production team as props. Nevertheless, he suddenly recalled that it was
their second anniversary, so he made use of the flowers to decorate the room.

I swear to God that I’ve accepted Natasha’s flowers just to give you a surprise!

Stepping on the petals, they cuddled with each other and danced to the waltz
music in the background.

Resting her head on Michael’s shoulder, she felt that she had never been so
happy before. Therefore, she had to apologize to Michael for making a fuss
earlier. My Lord is the best man in the world!

Running his fingers through Sophia’s hair, Michael suddenly thought of
something and reminded, “Try not to get into conflict with Olivia.”



Sophia nodded. “Alright.”

Since Elizabeth is dead, her family members are important to Michael. If I get into
a dispute with Olivia, he’ll be in a difficult situation. Therefore, I can’t be so wilful
and always let him clean up the mess for me.

After dancing for a while, Michael fished out a pornographic book, titled ‘100
Positions for Married Couples’.

“We have no time. Let’s choose two positions first. Don’t worry. I’ll make it up to
you in the future.” Michael appeared to be in a rush.

Sophia was rendered speechless.

This morning, Michael had to wake up early and rushed to the production site for
work. Thus, he was exhausted and didn’t have much energy left to make love
with Sophia. However, he promised that he would give her a quality intimate
session next time.

The film studio was quiet at night, but the lights outside the window never
dimmed. Having followed Michael around for the entire day, even though she was
on her phone most of the time, she was still pretty tired. Hence, Michael, who
had worked all day, must be even more exhausted.

As Sophia snuggled up to Michael on the bed, she felt safe and became sleepy.

“Chica… When we’re done with this drama, we’ll go home and have a child.
What do you think?”

Sophia wasn’t certain whether it was a dream or reality. Hearing what Michael
said, she answered in a daze, “Okay.”

The next morning, Sophia woke up and realized that Michael was gone. Michael
had turned off the alarm for her so that she could have a good sleep, while he left
the room at 5 a.m.



Shooting a drama was a taxing job. As the male lead, he was under a lot of
pressure, because without him, the film production would come to a halt.
Therefore, he was very disciplined by arriving at the site earliest and going off
work last.

All of his dramas were well-made because he had high standards for himself and
would reshoot a scene until it was perfect. Sometimes, if a scene didn’t feel right,
he would reshoot it countless times even if he had to sacrifice his rest time. He
wouldn’t feel bored or tired doing so.

Despite the fact that he was already rich, he went on acting for dramas simply
because he really loved his job.

Sophia had never had difficulties sleeping in a bed other than her own since
young. Although she was in a hotel, she slept well and awakened at eight in the
morning. After having breakfast in the hotel dining hall, she walked along the
street of the film studio with Maria and Hale to the production site.

Everyone had started work early in the morning. As they were on a mountain, the
temperature wasn’t high. However, the weather would be sultry in the afternoon.
Hence, they normally started work before the break of dawn so that the actors
could feel more comfortable in the morning breeze.

However, there was a subtle change in the atmosphere at the production site
because Xyla had arrived.

Xyla was just a supporting actress, so there were not many scenes for her. Since
there were a few scenes she had to take part in on this day, she decided to come
to the site early.

The moment Xyla appeared, all the walk-ons and C-list actresses surrounded her
and greeted her because she was the fiancee of the Young Master of the Harper
Group.



The Harper Group was the biggest shareholder of Glory Entertainment, so they
had a say in the business. If these C-list actresses could strike up a relationship
with Xyla, they stood a chance to become the next female lead.

Although what happened at the campus belle contest was broadcast live and that
incident made Xyla feel embarrassed, the cooperation between the Harper
Group and Huffs Technology was a force to be reckoned with.

Despite the fire that engulfed Huffs Technology some time ago, they were never
defeated. Even though they weren’t as powerful as before, with their resources at
hand, they were able to rise again.

In spite of the fact that Xyla had been expelled from Bayside University, she
made a name for herself in showbiz and was now a rising young actress. With a
beautiful face, great talent, and a strong background, she had become a popular
person at the production site.

When the audience saw Xyla’s performance in ‘War Dragon’ in the future, Glory
Entertainment would spend more time posting on social media to change her
undesirable image. With money, her scandal would be erased from everyone’s
memory in no time.

In fact, a scandal was the best way to make someone famous. After that, all the
person had to do was to reverse her image so that she could obtain both fame
and money.

Xyla was welcomed in the production site in an exuberant manner. Recently, her
schedule was filled with appointments for entertainment shows and
endorsements with attractive remunerations. When she was done with ‘War
Dragon’, she would star in other dramas, which were all top productions.

She appeared at the production site with three assistants and exclusive
bodyguards. As soon as she was done with the first scene, the C-list actresses
surrounded her and fawned over her.



“Xyla, you did a great job!”

“Xyla, you’re so popular recently!”

Being the center of attention, Xyla felt like she was the winner in life.

Meanwhile, Nicole was rehearsing with the male lead, Taylor.

It was an intensive fight scene with no substitutes for them, so as to ensure the
best viewing experience for the audience.

Hung on wires, Nicole was sweating as she kept practicing her moves.

The director wanted to take a long shot, which was demanding for both the
actors. Expectedly, they had to keep reshooting the scene.

Staring at Nicole, who was acting in the scene seriously and kept injuring herself,
the walk-ons started gossiping.

“Pfft. Look at this slut. She must be crazy about becoming famous at all costs.
She doesn’t want a substitute and keeps throwing herself at Miss Taylor!”

“Look how slutty she is. She is trying to seduce Miss Taylor by throwing
coquettish glances at him!”

“Look at her wandering hand on Miss Taylor. Instead of working on the scene,
her real intention is to seduce Miss Taylor! How can she be so shameless and
throw herself at him when he’s a married man?”

The fact that Xyla hated Nicole was an open secret among the crew as they
remembered how Nicole got the leading role by partnering with Imperial
Entertainment and framing Richard.



It was Nicole who seduced Richard to make love to her and told the journalists to
catch them in the act. She devised the plot and even exposed the s*x video to
make herself famous.


